
Routines and Expectations
What is the daily schedule for student attention, participation, 
getting and turning in assignments, and receiving feedback? 
Is the schedule consistent and predictable? 

Regardless of the virtual learning tools your school is using, 
these guiding questions help teachers and leaders anticipate barriers and provide supports 

to help students feel connected, engaged, and successful in their distance learning experience.

Guiding Questions for 
Designing your Distance Learning Playbook

Assignments and Feedback
Is this assignment essential learning? Are the students clear on its 
relevance and value (why they are doing it)?
Does the work feel relevant, authentic, and connected to their life? 
How do students get reminders about participation expectations 
and assignment responsibilities? 
What should families do when students need to be absent?

Supportive Rituals
How will students feel connected to the school?
How will we know if students are making progress? 
What is our plan for students who may be falling behind? 
How can we have empathy for each other? 

get started?
show that they are attentive?
Engaged? Understanding?

communicate the goal of 
the lesson/unit? Is this goal 
meaningful and relevant? 

How do students... How do teachers...

How do leaders...

ask questions?
turn in assignments? 
get meaningful feedback 
they can use to improve?

communicate due dates and timelines?
check for student understanding?
handle late work? (if applicable)
communicate grading criteria? (if applicable)

How do students... How do teachers...

know what to do when they get stuck? 
know where to access needed materials? 
engage / collaborate with peers?

check in to see how students are feeling?
prompt students to use  supports when needed?

check in to see how teachers are feeling?
listen to feedback from families?
model consistent and caring expectations?
provide real-time coaching for teachers?
make sure teachers have what they need?
provide a place to share tips, ideas, and 
resources to support what works?
make sure members of the community 
don't feel like they are in this alone?
celebrate the positive ways that we're 
helping one another and growing together?

How do students...

How do teachers...


